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INTRODUCTION

The current study was undertaken, at the request of RTLC Project, to survey the current status of the
industry and describe the limitations to its further development. It seeks to describe the current status
of sewing industry in terms of size, profitability, growth, financing, markets, taxation, regulation legal
status and conditions of employment and propose the ways for development, provided that there may
be a serious reduction of re-exported goods and materials after proper application of rules of origin by
Customs Union member countries toward Kyrgyz exports.

Considering that most employees involved in garment production are female, whose jobs contribute
substantially to their family incomes, any trend toward reduction/decrease in jobs may result in
economic and social decline for thousands of families. In order to ease the painful process of
unemployment and economic crisis, it’s important that the government makes further steps to re-train
women and at the same time promote opportunities for expansion of the garments production and
getting the industry out of the “shadow”.

METHODOLOGY OF SURVEY

The objective of holding survey was studying current economic situation in sewing industry and its
further prospects.

Tasks of survey were:
· To draft brief summary of macroeconomic situation in the KR.
· To assess the volumes of garment sewing industry in Kyrgyzstan.
· To hold analysis of micro environment of sewing sector
· To hold census of containers, selling sewing production of local production at markets Dordoi

and Karasu. Mapping of containers at market Dordoi
· To give recommendations for improving business environment of sewing sector

Objects of survey were employees, owners and leaders of sewing manufactories, sellers at trade-points
in Dordoi and Karasu markets, experts, representatives of associations and employees of ministries and
experts, representatives of associations and etc.

Geography of survey: Bishkek, Chui region, Osh city, Djalalabad city
Data collection was held with the help of qualitative and quantitative methods:

2.1. Desk study
Sources of desk study were:
ü Official publications (state, local);
ü Data of state statistics;
ü Results of held survey;
ü Editions of electronic and printed mass media.

During information collection review of material was held. Preliminary collection of information on held
surveys, concerning problems and achievements in sewing sector was held.
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2.3. Qualitative method:
· 16 expert interviews (individual (face-to-face) interview) with leaders of companies, public

officers, presidents of associations on textile industry and etc.
· 70 semi-structured interviews: 50  with  owners  and  leader  of  sewing  enterprises  and  20  with

sellers from markets Dordoi and Karasu.

2.2. Qualitative method (face-to-face interview)

Collection of information among sewers was realized with the help of using qualitative method of
survey – individual (face-to-face) interview with the aim of analysis of conditions of labor, social and
economic situation and level of education.

Sampling of survey amounted to 550 people, proportionally by regions (Bishkek and Chui – 80%,
Jalalabad and Osh oblasts – 20%).

Legalized -450
respondents (sampling
according to received

lists)

Shadow-100
respondents  method
of snowball (spiraling)

Total

Bishkek– Chui oblast– 80%: 360 80 440
Osh and Jalalabad oblasts– 20%. 90 20 110
Total 450 100 550

Sampling of survey is estimated in such manner where error does not exceed 3,1% in 95 cases out of
100.

I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Kyrgyz garment sewing industry has been a major success story in recent years taking
unprecedented increase by 43,3% in   2010  compared to  2009 according to  the official  statistics.  The
newly developing industry has become a major source of export revenue, amounting officially to
approximately USD 128 million in 2010 (which accounts for nearly 3% of GDP according to the official
statistics). The sector also became socially important, employing officially 111,400 people officially in
the sewing industry, mainly female. 1

Obviously, such a rapid increase in production and exports can hardly be explained by sudden
development of textile industry as such, which had been in ruins since the collapse of the Soviet Union.
It’s well known by now that it has to do with a major re-exportation of Chinese goods via Kyrgyzstan to
the neighbouring countries of Kazakhstan and Russia to the north and Uzbekistan and Tajikistan to the
south. Therefore, a significant portion of re-exported goods being simply re-labelled into “Kyrgyz” and
exported to CIS countries at zero duty rate due to the preferential regime under the Agreement on Free
Trade Zonet among CIS states. As a result of application of the “simplified” procedure of customs

1 According to unofficial data from various sources the number of employed women in this sector ranges from
90,000 to 150,000. Average monthly salary ranges from USD 173 to USD 500
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clearance applied by the Kyrgyz Customs over the past decade, most imported goods from China have
been administered by weight instead of transaction value. That explains major gap in mirror statistics
between China and Kyrgyzstan. In 2010 Chinese exports to Kyrgyzstan amounted to 4,1 bln USD
whereas  Kyrgyz  Customs registered import  from China amounted to  USD 531  million.  However,  with
latest developments of the formation of the Customs Union between Russia, Kazakhstan and
Belorussia, there are serious indications that re-exportation flow from China to Customs Union
countries  via  Kyrgyzstan  will  take  a  decline.  So  far,  there  was  a  decline  in  2010,  however,  garment
products still cross the border and being exported from Kyrgyzstan to Kazakhstan and mainly Russia.
Garments going to the southern countries (Uzbekistan and Tajikstain) are purely Chinese without any
“processing” by Kyrgyz sewers. It means that all of the Kyrgyz made garments being sold to the north
(Customs Union, mainly Russia). According to the ITC study, about 2% of Russian market of garments
comes from Kyrgyzstan (basically re-exported Chinese goods). However, if the Customs Union begins to
apply proper rules of origin toward imports from Kyrgyzstan, there is a serious reservation that all
garments imported from Kyrgyzstan will stand the test. So if turns out that a substantial portion of
Kyrgyz garments are just re-labelled Chinese goods then it may result in major reduction of the flow of
re-exports, which in turn will result in major job cuts for seamers in Kyrgyzstan.

The question is, how big the sewing industry in Kyrgyzstan and how serious employment cuts may be?
Even for products that will stand the test of rules of origin, there is another challenge. Almost all Kyrgyz
sewing manufactories use Chinese raw materials, accessories and equipment in production process.
Therefore, if the Russian quality standards for garments will be strengthening to the extent of testing
the fabric,  the CIS  Agreement  on rules  of  origin  may increase the bar  of  currently  30% of  the level  of
local processing content requirement to higher standards.

In order to estimate the size of the local garment industry, various approaches were taken which
included the following: (i) official statistics of the National Statistics committee in 2009 of the registered
patents for seamers, (ii) the number of containers in the whole sale market Dordoi categorized to those
trading in goods from various countries and the ones trading in locally made garments, (iii) estimates
from the World Bank study, ITC study, etc. Therefore, it may be concluded that the garment industry
in Kyrgyzstan is currently producing on the order of USD 375 million worth of product per year, while
employing approximately 90 000-150,000 persons at an average salary of about USD2068 per year.

II. CURRENT STATUS OF THE GARMENT INDUSTRY

About 92% of local sewing production is exported to Russia, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan. Businessmen
use 3 options of export channel in their productions:

1) Using service of Biek-Cargo company and several other companies, up to 90%
2) Export production through markets, such as Dordoi, Kara-Suu, up to 10%.
3) Independently export outside the country or customer take away production from

subsequent export, up to 5%

Primary buyers of sewing goods from Kyrgyzstan are Russia and Kazakhstan, which are connected via
Association “Legprom” with its representatives in 17 cities of Russia and Kazakhstan.
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The most basic question about the industry is simply its size.  According to official statistics, Kyrgyzstan in total
exported garments worth of  USD 128,338 million in 2010 and exported to Russia approximately USD 125 million
worth of goods in 2010, which puts a lower bound on its size.  An earlier study stated that “Kyrgyzstan provides
about 6% of the Russian market for ready market for ready-made clothes,2 a market elsewhere estimated to be
about USD 25 billion according to ITC Russian market study report 3 and officially as lower as more than twice that.4

If  Kyrgyzstan  actually  had  6%  of  a  USD  25  billion  market,  that  would  imply  exports  to  Russia  of  around  USD  1,5
billion FOB, or nearly 12 times the official figures.  That is not likely, but it suggests that the official Kyrgyz statistics
seriously underestimate the size of the industry.  The question is “By how much?  How big is the Kyrgyz garment
industry?”

One approach to this question starts with the Russian market.  The official figure of size of Russia’s garment import
market (HS 61,62,63) of USD 6.2 billion5 sets a floor, and the estimate that grey market production and import
more  than  doubles  that  to  USD  25  billion  may  be  ceiling.  A  market  of  USD  25  billion  would  imply  per  capita
consumption of USD 175 annually6, which is adequate for a country with per capita GDP of about USD 15 807.  For
example, the US and Japan, with per capita income three times that of Russia, having clothing per capita
consumption in the range of USD 660 to USD 780 annually.  China, with per capita GDP less than a third of Russia,
has per capita consumption of clothing around USD 65.7 We share the estimates of ITC that a more likely estimate
of the grey market in Russia would be around USD 25 bln. with a per capita consumption of USD 175.

Furthermore,  based  on  official  data  submitted  to  the  UN,  the  ITC  estimates  that  Kyrgyzstan  has  a  2%  share  of
imports to Russia,8 which suggests a figure of around USD 500 million at retail, or perhaps USD 375 million on a FOB
basis.  We take this as the best estimate available of Kyrgyz garment exports to Russia, including both those
officially exported and otherwise.  But not all of these goods were actually produced in Kyrgyzstan; substantial
fraction was almost certainly re-exported Chinese goods falsely labeled “Made in Kyrgyzstan.”  We can’t know, but
a reasonable guess might be 20%, which would leave exports to Russia of genuine Kyrgyz-manufactured garments
at about USD 300 million annually.

Another  way to  look at  it  is  through employment  data.   A  widely  circulated estimate of  total  employment  in  the
industry is 150,000 persons, but this number is unlikely – perhaps reflecting a total of all persons employed at some
time in a year in the industry.  According to National Statistic Committee’s data 111,400 were employed both full-
time and part time in textile production and sewing industry in 2009.  We believe a reasonable estimate of total

2CesareAspes and Jurgen Pack, “Broader Strategy for the Textile and Clothing Industry in Kyrgyzstan,” GIZ,
November 2009 (“Aspes and Pack 2009”) at 16.
3ITC Russian Market Study, at 5.
4  Even President Medvedev said in June 2008 that “around half” the market for light industry goods was “grey”
(and thus not reflected in official statistics).  ITC Study at 12-13.
5 Official UN data on Russian import of HS 61,62,63 in 2010, (USD 6,74,080 thousand)
6 According to 2010 census Russian population is 142 905 200. Then, per capita consumption is USD25bln./142
905 200 = USD 175
7  The US clothing market is USD232 billion, Japan’s is about USD100 billion, and China’s about USD84 billion.
“How the World Shops,” McKinsey Quarterly (@007, No.4) at 70.  These figures yield annual per capita clothing
consumption of USD660 for the US, USD787 for Japan, and USD65 for China.
8  ITC Study at 11, Table 5.
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employment, on a full-time equivalent basis is 90,000 with seasonal peaks of extra workforce involvement up to
150,000.

According to official data the average annual salary of employees in manufacturing sector is USD 2068.9 The
entrepreneurs we interviewed estimated that about 50% of product’s prime cost went for labor. That implies that
the total product per employee was about USD 4136 per year.  If total employment is actually 90,000, that would
mean the industry was producing around USD 373 million a year.  If employment is 150,000, production would be
over USD 620 million, which is hardly believed.

Is USD 373 million a reasonable number for total production of the industry in 2010?  Considering the volumes of
garments sold through the markets of Dordoi and Karasuu, perhaps it is.

According to Chinese export statistics, USD 1829 million worth of garments were exported to Kyrgyzstan in 2010.
Allowing for relatively small imports from Turkey and other countries – USD 171 million, and allowing for USD 375
million in domestic production, that makes total supply of garments in Kyrgyzstan of about USD 2375 million in
2010.   We  estimate  that  about  USD  300  million  of  this  supply  was  consumed  by  domestic  demand,10 implying
exports of USD 2075 million.

We know from our surveys that 8743 containers at Dordoi are selling Chinese garments with estimated annual
turnover of USD 125,000 per container, and 3362 containers are selling Kyrgyz garments with estimated annual
turnover of USD 110,000 per container.  This suggests total sales of USD 1093 million worth of Chinese garments
and nearly  USD 370 million worth of  Kyrgyz  garments.   We also know from survey11 that  about  USD 485 million
worth of garments are sold through Karasuu, of which 85% are exported to Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, and 15%
(about USD 73 million worth) are consumed domestically.  Anecdotally, we know that significant exports of both
Kyrgyz production and re-labeled Chinese production take place through other channels, without passing through
either Dordoi or Karasuu.

These calculations are summarized in Tables 1 and 2:

Table 1:  Total Supply of Garments in Kyrgyzstan, 2010 (USD millions)

Chinese Imports USD1,829
Turkish and other imports: 171
Kyrgyz production: 375
 Total: USD2,375

Table 2:  Total Demand for Garments in Kyrgyzstan, 2010 (USD millions)

9Report of National Statistic Committee “Summary of socio-economic development of Kyrgyzstan in 2010”.
10  This implies per capita clothing consumption in Kyrgyzstan of USD60-65 per year, which is about the level of
Chinese consumption.  The figure could be a bit less, but given surveyed domestic sales through Karasuu of
USD73 million, and the overall  ratio of Dordoi sales to Karasuu sales of about 3.5:1, this seems unlikely.
11OSCE research paper “Cross border trade. Assessment of border crossings between Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan”,
2010.
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Official Kyrgyz exports to Russia: 120
Exports to Uzbekistan and Tajikistan 412

(assumed all Chinese)
Domestic consumption through Karasuu 73
Total Sales through Dordoi 1636
  of which: Chinese 1093

Kyrgyz 375
Turkish 151
Other 17

  of which: Domestic consumption*: 227
Exported: 1454

Exported to RU and KZ through other channels: 134
Total: 2375

* Calculated as assumed total of USD300 million less the amount sold through Karasuu.

The estimate of total Kyrgyz garment production of about USD 375 million may be inaccurate, because of scarcity
of reliable statistical data on which to base them. But considering all the available evidence and taking into account
expert’s assessment that shadow production of sewing goods is the same size as official figures or higher, we
believe that the garment industry in Kyrgyzstan is currently producing on the order of USD 375 million worth of
product per year, while employing approximately 90 000-150,000 persons at an average salary of about USD
2068 per year.

III.   LIMITATIONS ON GROWTH AND OTHER PROBLEMS OF THE GARMENT INDUSTRY

1. Scarcity of skilled personnel – need for training institutions

Our survey points on a shortage of qualified staff in the garment industry most of who are hired via personal
contacts. Most sewers are trained on the job for 2-3 months; only about 20% have trained in vocational schools or
higher educational institutions.

In 2008 a joint project of the Asian Development Bank and Agency of Vocational Education of the Ministry of labor
began, aimed at improvement of quality of training in the system of vocational education. Repair of 25 vocational
schools, 28 dormitories, 159 training workshops and classes was held.  In the near future these resource centers
will be equipped with modern equipment.  Sewer workers were one of the 12 professions that were including to
this project. This step can be considered as a start point to improve the quality and quantity of training for sewers.
According to Sewing and textile development strategy in Kyrgyz Republic for 2010-2011, there are numbers of
trainings included in its action plan and 2 international factory visit seminars are planned to Germany and China.

Despite  these  problems,  the  number  of  sewers  increases  each  year,  but  their  skills  are  still  low.   Our  survey  of
entrepreneurs asked in what form they would like to receive services to improve skills of their staff:
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 Many noted that they wanted to receive
services  in  the  form  of  training  or
educational courses. Most would like to
receive these services once every six months,
but there were also those who would not
refuse to attend courses and workshops on a
quarterly basis, and even more often. The
most appropriate period of training for most
of the respondents is 1-3 days, but there are
those who wish to study for several months.

2. Need for a leasing law to make it easier to finance equipment

Most sewing enterprises rent space in former factories or in private houses, although the use of private houses is
declining12.  Very often enterprises work in premises not adjusted to sewing production, but entrepreneurs are
reluctant to spend money to improve rented premises, because they work mainly by oral rental agreements and
may at any time be forced to leave. Many entrepreneurs would like to buy or build their own premises, but that is
expensive and the return on the investment is slow.

I rent production premises in dwelling house for 10000som. At average my expenses may be divided for salary
70%,expenses for renting and electricity 15%,other expenses 5%.And only 10% remains with us, it is my net profit..
There are no conditions in premises, there is no water. Building is very old, to make repairing we need big money –
female, director of PE.

Only those enterprises which legalize its activity, equip with modern equipment, pays taxes and creates normal
labor conditions endures competition in sewing sector. Not only development of sewing enterprise, but its
existence depends on these factors.

In the last 3-5 years a majority of enterprises have renewed their equipment13, acquiring different types of sewing
machines, presses, cutting machines, modern equipment for designing and tailoring, and computer programs for
development of designs.  This been made easier by amendments to the Tax Code exempting imported equipment
from VAT, and also from deferred terms from Chinese suppliers.   Our survey indicates that supply of sewing
equipment has increased several times14.

Businessmen try to improve labor conditions at workplaces by acquiring modern sewing machines that produce
less noise and ventilation systems to reduce dust and exhaust hot and moist air from premises.

12Functioning of production enterprises in multistory houses, basements is violation of legislation of the KR
13Strategy of textile and sewing production of the KR for 2010-2011  MED KR, Bishkek
14Only in 2007 more than 10 thous. sewing machines were imported

In what form prefer reception of services?,
(%)

Trainings
31%

Educational
courses(rates)

30%

The helpful
information
publicat ion

21%

Individual
consultations

15%

Lecture
3%
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However larger part of enterprises buys relatively cheap and simple machines of Chinese production, which are
simpler in exploitation.  It is related with fact that specialists are lacking for complex equipment. Only several large
companies exploit complex, multifunctional Japanese and Italian equipment. If they were provided with loans at
low interest rates and convenient leasing options, they would purchase more modern equipment.

3. Taxes and the Shadow Economy

In experts opinion at least 50 percent of business is in shadow. Even in case when enterprise/workshop is
registered, person buys patent and pays payments into budget, some part is concealed and is in “shadow”
economy.

Main reasons why entrepreneurs in sewing sector are in shadow15:
1. High taxes and deductions to Social Fund.
2. Distrust to state bodies, excessive inspection.
3. Lack of education in carrying out of accounting.
4. Seasonality.
5. Weak and bureaucratic fiscal administration.
6. Other reasons (high rent, possibility to work at home, etc.)

Significant factor of economic vulnerability of employees is non-observance of guarantees of social protection from
the side of employers from private sector.  Labor legislation provides that employees of private enterprises should
be given the same social guarantees as employees of state enterprises, but in practice employees of small and
medium businesses, which include the majority of sewing workshops, often are deprived of even minimal
guarantees of labor protection.

Many employers in the garment industry do not comply with rules concerning written labor contracts, maintaining
labor record bookstand in form employees on their labor and social rights. Sewers work without appropriate record
in labor record books, some of them do not have labor record book at all.  This contributes to high labor turnover,
since a lack of written contract and labor record makes it easy to employees to leave a company at any time. And
everyone, given the current level of life, will seek a more comfortable environment.

Entrepreneurs mentioned that contributions to budget of taxes and insurance fees are impracticable. Analyzing this
problem one may note the following moments: in part of taxes state created optimal conditions, contributions to
Social Fund for sewing sector today are decreased and will not serve as reason for being enterprises in shadow.

Taxes in sewing sector may not currently serve as a main reason for appearing shadow sector in sewing industry.
Since 2005 textile-sewing production in Kyrgyzstan moved to patent system of taxation that accordingly provided
development of this branch of light industry. Creation of favorable conditions of taxation in this sphere led to
increase of number of entrepreneurs. For example, number of employed workers in sewing sector leaped from
118k in 2005 to 195k in 2006.

15 According to the data of the present survey
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Patent basis includes deduction of taxes by means of purchase of patent by entrepreneurs in appropriate tax
bodies by place of accommodation or location of legal entity. Sum of tax payments by patent was defined
depending on number of workplaces, and not on volume of production.

However in 2008 by decision of Government of the Kyrgyz Republic and with the aim of increase income of the
state, patent system of taxation of textile and sewing industry was cancelled. Government repeatedly raised issue
on disadvantageousness of using patent system of taxation for the state, as under patent system incomes of the
state are not increasing proportionally to increase of production level . This decision led to that fact that majority of
subjects of entrepreneurial activity in the sphere of textile and sewing industrial sector was compelled to realize
activity in the shadow from state control.

Government of the Kyrgyz Republic, having taken into account arguments of representatives of light industry,
restored patent system, but with increase of patent rate twice times in comparison with level of 2005-2008 years.
So, the sum of patent rate is calculated on the basis of number of involved units of technological equipment, i.e.
universal sewing, knitting and fur sewing machines. For example, while using up to 10 units of technological
equipment patent rate amounts to2000 soms for 30-days period. In case of exceeding number of 10 units of
equipment, patent rate in amount 2000 soms is added by 1000 soms for every further 10 units of equipment.

According to above mentioned regulation patent rate for sale of textile and sewing wares amounts from 2000 to
10 000 soms.

Until April 2011 rate of insurance fees was too high for sewers16. For 2010 insurance fees by means of sale
insurance policy was submitted from 1585 people and from FLP for hired employees from 375 people in sum USD
126 thous.

In April 2011 Jogorku Kenesh Committee on healthcare, social policy, labor and migration approved draft law “On
tariffs of insurance fees on state social insurance», according to which entrepreneurs, employed in textile and
sewing production are given benefits on payment of insurance fees into Social Fund since 1 April 2010.

However, when presenting benefits on payment principle of equality of subjects of state social insurance is
violated, that’s why stage by stage completion of tariff rate to generally established norms by 2020 is envisaged.
Therefore, rates of insurance fees, beginning since 2010 from 2,5% will reach generally accepted rate 27,25%.

Payment of insurance fees for individual entrepreneurs and their hired employees, employed in textile and sewing
productions is realized by means of getting insurance policy. With proposed rates of tariffs of insurance fees
division of the load on payment of insurance fees both for employer and for hired employee is established. It will
on one hand create conditions for attraction of employees to participation in forming their rights of pensioners and

16Before accepting draft law individual entrepreneurs, employed in textile and sewing productions must
to pay insurance fees for hired employees in amount 27, 25% (employer - 17,25% and worker - 10%).
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increase of responsibility for their pension provision and from another hand decreases load for employer in 2011
from 17,25 to 3,25 percent (for 14 percent).

The following actual problem for many entrepreneurs is distrust to state bodies, because of excessive inspections
and incompetence of public officers. Inspections of such instances such as financial police, tax inspection, sanitary
and epidemiological station, fire inspection, social fund, inspection of labor often lead many entrepreneurs to come
into shadow.  Although since 2010 moratorium for all types of inspection is declared, producers are fear of
becoming legalized enterprises because of political instability. They think that another power may come, and
situation may change, raiding, inspectors will begin to poke around in their past and etc. Also majority of
entrepreneurs is not sure that taxes and contributions which they will pay will be directed for the purpose
intended: for repair of roads, for improvement of infrastructure, to the fund of pensions.

Part of sector is in shadow intentionally for getting maximal profit. Entrepreneurs who use to work beyond law
know that having arranged sewing industry at interim place may attract sewers with large salaries and during short
period of time to earn large sums. There are few such enterprises and they either phase down production by
themselves by the end of season, or have not endured competition, are closing. Although new enterprises are
opening instead of them, the situation is repeating. Such illegal fly-by –night companies prevent from development
of sewing sector: spoil reputation, increase salary in season, attract sewers, and then leave them without work.
Firms very often work without legal registration and without holding any documentation intentionally. And in
opinion of experts, exactly at these enterprises production traumas happen. Entrepreneurs who deal with
production of sewing products professionally for many years, often complaint for such “shadow workers”, because
in season having attracted workers with temporary high salaries, they suspend and very often freeze the whole
adjusted process of production.

After demise of command-and-control regime when state centrally took decisions, there was no notion on
entrepreneurship, competition, and private sector and more than twenty years passed. But in conscious of people
sense of paternalism remained, and it prevents many people from making business professionally. Entrepreneurs
often hope for an aid from the side of state, expecting donations or subsidies, avoid payment of taxes.

4. Prospects of sewing sector in light of the formation of the Customs Union

Customs procedures

It is well known that Kyrgyz Customs applied simplified customs clearance procedure by weight, instead of
transaction value. So, Kyrgyz entrepreneurs import goods into the territory of the KR by paying by weight in
simplified form, i.e. USD 0, 28 per 1 kg regardless of commodity items17. There is no product classification at the
border, no valuation, so the customs officer’s main objective is narrowed to merely definition the weight of the
cargo. Such procedure was applied in order to assist re-exportation policy carried out by Kyrgyzstan over the past
years. Naturally, such procedure may not prevent from counterfeit operations and do not let hold statistics and it

17 It used to be USD 0,15 per 1 kg prior to 2010.
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prevents from building any kind of trade policy for protection of local industries, including sewing sector
development.18

However, with the recent developments of the formation of the Customs Union, prospects for continuing such re-
exportation policy are becoming bleak. In the event the Customs Union will begin proper operations it should
primarily result in dramatic reduction of imports of Chinese re-exports through Kyrgyzstan. For Kyrgyzstan, it will
mean reduction of whole sale trading at Dordoi market which employs directly over 60,000 persons and indirectly
over 300,000 according to the World Bank studies. However, the southern “smuggling” of Chinese goods will
continue so far with the main market of Uzbekistan, which according to OSCE study19  amounts to USD 400 million
worth of exports and creates jobs for Karasu market. Therefore, it’s probably unlikely that Kyrgyzstan will anytime
soon switch to application of proper customs administration by value. It means that Kyrgyzstan will continue
importing cheap fabric and raw materials, which have been important factor in the development of sewing
industry.  In the event Kyrgyzstan will begin to apply customs administration by value, so far Kyrgyz bound import
tariff  for  apparel  is  12%  whereas  for  fabric  up  to  18%.  In  order  to  stimulate  garment  production  industry,
Kyrgyzstan could apply zero duty for imported fabric yet a certain duty to imported apparel. However, such policy
would not be possible of Kyrgyzstan joins the Customs Union as according to the Common External Tariff of the
Customs Union import tariff for substantially all products would have to be applied at the same rate. Union’s
import tariffs for ready garments one can note that they are too high: HS 61 – 20% of commodities value, but not
less than 5 euro/kg; HS 62 -  10% of commodities value, but not less than 4 euro/kg; HS 63 – 20% of commodities
value, but not less than 0,7 euro/kg. Customs Union’ import tariff for fabric HS 60 -10%, accessories HS 96 – 15%.

Rules of Origin

Due to “relabeling” of Chinese goods into “Kyrgyz”, re-exportation flows increase over the years and sewing
industry flourished. Besides, the percentage of required minimum level of local processing is 30% for CIS countries,
which is  considered a  relatively  low level.  In  the event,  the Customs Union will  begging to  apply  proper  rules  of
origin to the imports from Kyrgyzstan, a significant bulk of goods under “Made in Kyrgyzstan” certificate of origin
will no longer qualify. Kyrgyzstan should prepare for increasing the capacity for “local processing” requirement,
provided the preferential zero duty regime will continue for Kyrgyzstan under the CIS Free Economic Zone
Agreement.

CONCLUSION
Although prospects for the garments production industry in many ways depend on further developments of
the Customs Union and other external factors, there are still mechanisms available to maintain a decent level
of production which is so far the main income for many women and their families. Such mechanisms include,
but are not limited to certain regulatory measures which could facilitate and improve business environment:

1) Costs related to financial reporting should be decreased. The high costs associated with financial reporting
by small and medium enterprises in sewing sector, and the low level of compliance with reporting
requirements by individual entrepreneurs indicates that the system of mandatory reporting represents a

18 See p. 18 of the study “Economic consequences of the Customs Union for Kyrgyz Republic at:
http://www.rtlc.net/en/analysis/93/
19 OSCE research paper “Cross border trade. Assessment of border crossings between Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan”,
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significant burden for SMEs and inefficient, that is confirmed by low levels of compliance. Thus, reform is
definitely needed. Relatively high costs of tax accounting and statutory reporting for small and medium-
sized businesses with a turnover of less than 1 million soms per year indicates that only companies with
high return investments can survive after the paying all taxes. Businesses that do not achieve high
profitability, or do not survive or operate in the informal sector. Even businesses that have a high enough
rate  of  return  to  be  viable,  face  powerful  competition  of  import,  production  and  service  of  larger
companies, for whom the cost of tax accounting and statutory reporting proportionately lower.

2) The introduction of a declarative (notifying) principle of licensing system in the sewing sector. In
accordance with the declarative principle entrepreneur can start operating without a certificate of
permission or approval, it only notifies the administrator or the authorized body on its compliance with
legal requirements. For example, it can be used in obtaining permission from the Fire Department of the
object under the fire safety requirements. According to this principle, fire safety inspectors need not
examine the premises of the applicant. Instead, during the audit assesses compliance with fire safety
requirements. Declarative principle is used in many countries because it requires less time and money than
the procedure for obtaining permits.

3) Development of risk criteria for the inspection of business entities in sewing sector. Inspections of business
on the basis of risk will reduce excessive checks and increase tax revenues. More than 50% of business
entities in Kyrgyz Republic are checked annually because of the lack of the above-mentioned criteria. For
comparison,  we note that  in  France the tax  authorities  are  carry  out  auditing  every  year  less  than 2% of
entrepreneurs.  In Germany, medium-sized enterprises are checked about once every 11.1 years. In South
Africa  any  form  of  tax  audit  every  year  to  be  less  than  5%  of  SMEs.  The  direct  correlation  between  the
reduction of inspections and increase tax revenues in Kyrgyzstan are was defined by experts from
International Finance Corporation: the number of inspections conducted from 2007 to 2008, decreased by
40%, while total revenue increased by 14%.

4) VAT refund system should become functional for exports and the number of companies subject
to simplified VAT refund should be increased.


